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"While the amount of total deposits held at US banks and
credit unions continues to grow, the number of companies
controlling the industry has steadily shrunk. Nonetheless,

consumer satisfaction and demand for a physical presence
remains high. While consumers are eager to utilize the

latest technological advancements, trust and inertia
continue to be the primary drivers of loyalty."

- Chris Shadle, Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Young consumers are not checking their deposit accounts regularly
• Inertia and trust drive loyalty
• Black consumers use debit, not credit
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Mobile banking apps gain traction as mobile payments lag behind

The human element within financial institutions remains vital

Inertia and trust the most important factors in consumer loyalty

Over 90% of consumers utilize a deposit account
Figure 24: Deposit account usage, by generation, November 2017
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Figure 25: Number of deposit accounts, by household income, November 2017
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Figure 26: Banking behaviors, use of bank debit and credit cards, by age, November 2017

Blacks and Hispanics more likely to use bank-issued debit cards
Figure 27: Banking behaviors, use of bank debit and credit cards, by race/ethnicity, November 2017

Mobile banking apps have found traction, but payments lag
Figure 28: Banking behaviors, use of mobile and online banking, by generation, November 2017

The human element remains vital within financial institutions
Figure 29: Banking behaviors, financial services used, November 2017

Consumers prefer to talk to a person
Figure 30: Attitudes towards banks and banking, preference for talking to bank employee, by generation, November 2017

The branch remains important, though not heavily trafficked
Figure 31: Banking behaviors, financial services used, by race/ethnicity, November 2017

Hispanic, Black, and Millennial consumers use ATMs more frequently
Figure 32: Banking behaviors, use of bank-affiliated atm, by race/ethnicity, November 2017

Customer satisfaction with banks and credit unions remains high
Figure 33: Attitudes toward finance and financial services, by gender, march 2017

Majority of consumers prefer to have their accounts with one institution
Figure 34: Attitudes towards banks and banking, preference for single insitutuion, by race/ethnicity, November 2017

Millennials and Hispanics want help reaching their financial goals
Figure 35: Attitudes towards banks and banking, help reaching financial goals, by age and race/ethnicity, November 2017
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Inertia and trust drive consumer loyalty
Figure 38: Reasons to stay at financial institution, November 2017

Non-Millennials place greater value on trust
Figure 39: Reasons to stay at financial institution, by generation, November 2017
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Consumers want flexible hours and more branches
Figure 40: TURF analysis, future of the branch, November 2017

BMO Harris invites customers to Smart Branch opening
Figure 41: BMO Harris bank, direct mail piece, June 2017
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